Make Innovation Happen Case Study
How innovation and collaboration
have helped Aurora Sustainability
apply the principles of the Circular
Economy to develop their new
project, Green Grow.

The Company
Pulsetta Limited (Pulsetta.com) has come a long way
from the spark of an idea originating from the lack of
nutritious foods-to-go when travelling on business. This,
and his own food intolerance, led Dr. Karsten Karcher
to collaborate with a professional chef and a medical
doctor, to develop a healthy nutritious range of gluten-free
and free-from baked goods. Using pulses (such as peas
and lentils) that are nutritious and naturally free-from all
major food allergens as key ingredients, they embarked
on an extensive series of trials. Ultimately, they made a
breakthrough, and since this appeared to be a world first,
they filed a patent application for a food composition and
method of manufacture to protect their novel approach.
Pulsetta now owns 7 granted inventive patents in the
UK, Europe, Canada and Australia.
Since launching their initial product range in 2012/2013,
a commitment to ongoing new product development has
seen Pulsetta gradually expand its range and quickly

secure Scotland-wide and eventually UK-wide distribution
through leading retailers. Success has also led to the
company securing an array of over 30 industry and taste
awards, including Winner ‘Healthy Eating Excellence Award’
by Scotland Food & Drink in association with the Food &
Health Alliance (FHA) / NHS Health Scotland and Food
Standards Agency (FSA), Winner ‘Commitment to Healthy
Eating Innovation Award’ by the Rowett Institute of Nutrition
and Health, and Winner ‘ScotEDGE Award’ by the Scottish
Government.
The company has been proactive in utilising support from the
public sector to help grow the business, having benefitted
from the expertise of Business Gateway, Scottish Enterprise
and Scottish Development International. Similarly, Pulsetta
has also tapped into support from Interface – The Knowledge
Connection for Business, to help engage with academia to
support their new product development endeavours, which
have so far included projects with the Rowett Institute
of Nutrition and Health, and Food Innovation @ Abertay
University.

The Innovation Challenge
Having successfully developed a range of innovative
gluten-free and free-from baked products, a chance
meeting at an awards dinner saw Pulsetta founder Karsten
Karcher meet Paul Duncan, Director at Duncan’s of
Deeside, a third generation family baker whose business
has a strong reputation for producing high quality biscuit
and shortbread products from their base in Laurencekirk.
After brainstorming a number of ideas, it quickly became
clear that both businesses shared similar core values,
and that a collaboration could unlock a wide range of
mutual benefits that would support ongoing growth and
development.
Pulsetta, with a strong innovation capability, an
established and complimentary range of gluten-free
products and a footprint in the free-from, and plantbased/vegan space, could offer Duncan’s direct access
to these skills and markets; whilst Duncan’s, with a strong
Scottish brand, many years of experience in the bakery
sector, and a wide distribution network, both in the UK
and overseas, could offer Pulsetta an enhanced market
development opportunity.
Recognising the strategic opportunities on offer, Karsten
and Paul seized the opportunity and formed a joint venture

in 2016 to develop the ‘Pulsetta by Duncan’s’ range,
starting with sweet and savoury gluten-free biscuits.

Benefits
Although still early days, the joint venture is already
creating substantial opportunities for Pulsetta and
Duncan’s in multiple areas, including product and market
development.
The joint venture has relaunched the biscuit range
under a new ‘Pulsetta by Duncan’s’ brand, a move that
combines the strong Scottish heritage and craft bakery
experience of Duncan’s with the strong health and freefrom association of Pulsetta.
Furthermore, the combined customer base of Pulsetta and
Duncan’s has offered up a myriad of new opportunities,
with the joint venture exporting to multiple countries and
enjoying good domestic relationships with both multiple
and independent retailers.
The strategic partnership between Pulsetta and Duncan’s
not least also combines the experience and activities of
both very experienced teams and boards of directors.

The Future
With the market for free-from foods continuing to grow,
the future for Pulsetta is looking bright.
Pulsetta’s joint venture with Duncan’s is expanding its
distribution through exports as well as domestically, and
has a pipeline of biscuit and snack NPD and product
launches.
Moreover, Pulsetta is also seeking further partnerships
relating to its patents and bread-style products including
its breadcrumbs, breads & rolls, and related products.

The new Make Innovation Happen service provides food and drink business in Scotland who are looking
for information and support on innovation with a simplified, single access route. This service aims to make
innovation more effective and accessible for businesses.
To find out more about the support available, please get in touch with the Make Innovation Happen team:

www.makeinnovationhappen.scot
enquiries@makeinnovationhappen.scot
0300 013 3385

